
Dr. Rollins assurned that the General Committee would judge wat kind

of report they wished to present.

Dr. Proskauer: "Do we not have a Code of goed practice?l"

Dr. Donk: "IVehave a guide already for the selection of types."

Dr. Rollins called for a vote on Stearn's motion and it was carried.

Tbe matter will be placed on the agenda of the General Cornmittee to do it-

self or to appoint a separate committee.

Art. 32, Prop. D was then rejected.

Prop. E (123:45:0:14)

Dr. Buchheim: "The proposal by Brurnmitt is badly worded; there are no

provisions on endings in Arts. 16 and 20-27, and furthermore only the Note

in Art. 18 is proposed to be d.eleted, but not in Arts. 17 and 19 where

the same provision is made.u

Dr. Stafleu: "He tries to bring about an edi tori al correction but he

does not do it completely."

Dr. Fosberg: "What is to be accomplished by this proposal? What is

not already there?"

Mr. Ross explained th at the proposal was to place this provision in

a more logical place, umer valid -publication, rather then under form of

names.

Dr. Rollins asked if it would be possible to refer this to the Edi-

torial Committee. Prop. E, upon vote, referred to Editorial Committee.
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Prop. A (75:2:1:112)

Artiele .n.
Referred to the Editorial Committee.
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Prop. B (109:56:0:23)

Dr. Le11inger suggested that "unambiguous" might be better than

"unmistakab1e tI•

Dr. Si1va: "The purpose of the second part of Artic1e 33 is to require

a c1ear connection between the new combination and its basionym, not to

1egis1ate bibliographic precision. Here, as in comparab1e parts of the

Code, to attempt to be too specific leads to legalism in disregard for the

spirit or purpose of the rule. Let me cite an examp1e. A legalistic

worker in the algae has rejected a new combination because the exact page

were the basionym appeared was not cited, even though the place of publi-

cation was listed in the bib1iography with inc1usive pagination. The fact

that this worker proceeded to remake the new combination is proof that the

original author furnished a clear connection between the new cornbination

and its basionym. The only justification for rejecting a new cornbination

shou1d be the inabi1ity to ascertain __it__s basionym. Bib1iographic precision

is a matter of good taxonomic procedure. Simi1ar1y, we can require a de-

scription but can scarce1y 1egis1ate the degree of its meaningfulness."

Dr. Rogers: IIIUnmistakab1eI means that no one can make amistake.

'Ambiguous I refers to the reference."

Dr. Fosberg: 11 IUnmistakable I is rather an absolute term. 'Unmistak-

able and unambiguous I goes in the same direction. I wou1d favor either

'unambiguous I or 'clear I."

Dr. Staf1eu: "Why not: la full and direct referencel as we have it?"

Dr. Heywood: "The word 'explicit' of Prop. D seems to meet it in fact."

Dr. Voss said that "explicit" citation of a basionym could be required,

but the question was defining what constituted an explicit reference.

Dr. Staf1eu: "I would favor the text as it stands. I think that 'rull
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and direct reference' resu1tb.g fr om long sessions of the Editoria1 Commit-

tee is the best we can do. What is 'c1earl 1"

Mr. Meikle moved to refer Prop. B along with Prop. C to the General

Committee. Seconded by Dunn and carried. Prop. B referred to G_e_n_er~_Co_m-

mittee.

Prop. C (72:91:2:16)

Prop. D (98:68:2:12)

[Rejected earlier in the session, with General Com-

mittee to consider the issue.]

Mr. I~ikle moved that this, too, be referred to the General Committee;

seconded by Dunn.

Dr. Margadant said that means Itacceptingll it, but Dr. Staf1eu pointed

out that the motion was to refer to the General Committee, not the Editor-

ial Committee.

Dr. McVaugh:"This is not as comp1icated as the others. Tt is the

question whether or not ' explicit' mention is to be stated. This is not

a matter of difficu1t wording. Let us vote on it."

Dr. Heywood: "This has caused many problems. T cannot see why anyone

can object to a perfect1y c1ear unambiguous proposal. "

Dr. Stafleu:IlBut now we sha11 have two dates: 1953 and 1971 in that

one paragraph."

Dr. Cronquist: "Can you teIl me how that affects cases of basionyms

with the wrong dates?"

Dr. Fosberg: "In the second paragraph this is a1ready stated.1I

Dr. Voss: "This is an addition to the second paragraph. _Af_t_e_r~_9_7_3

you must be c1ear and explicit."

Mr. Ross explained that the difference between the present wordL"1gand



the proposal was that basionyms can now be "L.'1.dicated" but what this means

is not effectively spelled out.

Dr. Rollins asked for a vote and Prop. D was rejected.
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Prop. E (108:58:2:11)

Prop. A (32:128:1:13)

Prop. B (72:91:1:22)

Rejected

Rejected

Articl~ ~

!'1r• .Heikle pointed out that there are really two proposalsj and that

Dr. Brul11ITlittwithdraws his second exarnple [Oenothera].

Mr. Ross: "I have never been able to find a name that is mentioned

'incidentally' and has at the same time fulfilled all other requirements.

These words ware put into the Code in 1950 on the motion of Dr. Fosberg.

I ask Dr. Fosberg what he meant by 'incidental mention' and still fulfilled

the other requirements of valid publication."

Dr. StafIeu: "I must differ with Hr. Ross. In older Iiterature we

very frequentIy come across such incidental mention. Wefound several sueh

cases in I. N. G. In some of the travel books there are of ten cases that

can be eovered by this rule. Wehave in sueh cases dealt with them beeause

of our rule. 1 would Iike to keep this ruIe; it is very useful."

Dr. Buchheim: "I would like to show Hr. Ross Pflanzenwelt von Afrika

and the examples in it."

Dr. Fosberg: "'l'here is one ~mblication before 1953 whieh has sueh

cases in it. AetuaIIy that was the publieation I had in mind when I pro-

posed this."



But the question is: How

With the Brummitt amend-
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Mr. Roas: "If thia does in fact rule out some namea which otherwise

wou1d not be ru1ed out i t shou1d stay."

Dr. stearn suggested that some examples be sent to the Editoria1 Com-

mittee.

Prop. B was voted upon and rejected.

Artic1~ ~

Prop. A (134:52:0:9)

Dr. Weresub asked if we wanted to sanction in the Code names which

have no priority.

Dr. Woodsaid this would be a very useful proposa1 at the present time.

Mr. Meikle moved that in the third 1ine "except for homonymy"be added

af ter "priority". Seconded by Stearn.

Dr. Cronquist thought the proposal might raise very difficu1t prob1ems.

Between 1809 and 1935, under the American Code, when peop1e used trinomia1s

in such cases, they intended them as subspecies.

ca.?}we find out where they represent subspecies!

.ent 118 voul.d ha-ve even more prob1ems.

Dr. Fosberg asked, in re~ard to the Meikle amendment, how there cou1d

be a bc:.mya if there vere no rank.

Mr. Ross pointed out that names based on the same type are not homo-

nyms.

Dr. Tryon ei ted an example and observed that in his introduction an

author may state what he means but this may not be evident from the text

alone.

Dr. Donk questioned the Triticum example. In his introduction Per-



soon explains that an asterisk means he is not sure where to place a spec-

ies. This example would thus creat.e confusion for mycologists.

Dr. Boivin stated that asterisks in ?ersoon have Wo meanings: (1) a

new species or (2) a subspecies.

Dr. McVaugh sUDported Cronquist' s statement. Names publisbed without

indication of rank do not have any priority. Many of them have been taken

up as from the date they were published as a trinomial.

Dr. Rollins called for votes. Tbe }reikle amendment was reject.ed and

Prop. A was rejected.

FIFTH SESSION--- ---...•......•...•.-
Saturday, 23 _Au_gu_s_t_19_6_9,2:00-5:15 E.~.

(Chairman: R. C. Rollins)

Article ~

Prop. B (4:176:2:3) Rejected

Prop. C

Note 1 (9:141:22:16) Rejected

Note 2 <75:59:23:30) Rejected

Prop. D (67:87:21:9) Rejected

Prop. E (116: 35 :23: 13) Rejected

Prop. F (37 :115:2: 29) Rejected

Prop. G (7 :117:3:57) Rejected
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Prop. A (63:69:28:15)

Prop. B (91:59:3:23)

Prop. A Withdrawn

Prop. B (77:62:1:37)

Artiele lé.

Referred to the Committee for Hybrids [and later

to the Editoria1 Committee]

Rejeeted

Artiele 11
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Dr. Fosberg asked for a c1ear answer to the question: "Can there be

a ho1otype to names of al1 ranks? The ho1otype is a specimen, it is op-

posed to isotype. What are the types for generic names?"

Dr. Staf1eu: "On the who1e we have used 'ho1otype' only for names of

species or of taxa of lower rank. In addition there can be syntypes. we

have never spoken of the holotype of a genus or ef an order. We speak for

instanee of the type family of an order. It would be desirabIe to continue

this usage. I wou1d rather keep 'the nomenclatural type'. 'rhemajority

of the Editorial Committee has aecepted this."

Dr. Weresub: "Is there a differenee between a type chosenby the au-

thor and a leetotype?1I

Dr. Stafleu.:II'l'heremay be a 'holotype species' or a 'lectotype spec-

ies'. I think, apart from such informal statement, that sueh designations

should not be used too mueh."

Dr. Rollins: "In that case 'holotype' does not apply. It simply in-

dicates hew the type is chosen."



Dr. Stafleu: "In this Code we use T for type and LT for a type,spec-

ies that was chosen. I prefer to have a vote yes or no, not to the Edi-

torial Committee."

Prop. B was rejected by vote.

Prop. C (100:58:3:18)

Dr. Burkhart thought this a good suggestion because if only one spec-

imen is cited the conclusion is unavoidable.

Dr. H.ollins suggested voting on the two parts separately.

Dr. Weresub suggested a Recommendation rather than an Article; Dr.

Stafleu suggested that the statements did not belong here; Dr. Stearn

pointed out that "type of the name" must he used; Dr. McVaugh thought that

this was an editorial matter.

Dr. Cronquist feared that we were leading toward an interpretation of

what an author might have said.

Note 1of Prop. C was rejected.

Dr. Cronquist expressed the same objection in principle to Note 2.

Note 2 was rejected.

Prop. D (99:64:2:18)

Hr. l'1eikle:"Acceptance would be of help for us. If authors have

got these additional regulations we shall be free from a great deal of

speculation."

Mr. Ross: "There is one thing in this paragraph that is mandatory.

People should not be able to retain type specimens in their private her-

baria. This is a good element in the proposal."
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Dr. Hogers: "I do not know. One can designate an institution. I have

sent specimens to the Missouri Botanical Garden. If I had listed them in

a publication where would they be now? They are no longer there."

Dr. Stearn moved to eliminate "and permanentlyn as weIl as "other".

Seconded by Dunn.

Dr. Heywoodasked if "deposited" were not better.

Dr. Fosberg: /lThis is another indication of a detail which is not ap-

propriate. Let them write a tem-baak or convey this in a paper. Must

sueh things be spelled out in the Code? It makes our Code more and more

eomplieatedllt

The Stearn amendment was aeeepted, but Prop. C as arnended was then

rejeeted.
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Prop. E (80:72:2:20)

Prop. A (20:166:0:0)

Prop. B Withdrawn

Prop. A C37:79:46:12)

Prop. B (29:75:48:18)

Prop. C (69:35:17:45)

Rejected

Recomrrendation ~

Rejeeted

Artiele ~



All three proposals were referred to the .Committee for Hybrids [and

later to the Editorial CommitteeJ.

Article ~

Prop. A (105:40:1:27)

Dr. Buchheim: "I speak against this propos al as a memberof the Com-

mittee for Spermatophyta. we should not confuse this with other publica-

tions of generic names. The species has to be new. Howcan it be new

when there is a reference to something that exists?"

Mr. Ross: "In cases where the species had a name that would apply.

If there is a description in the literature and the author says it is a

new species, it is different. 1 do not lmow how many cases there are but

they do exist.1I

Dr. StaflelA:: IIThere are two ways of speaking of new species. The ques-

tion is: can a species be new when it has already been described without

a name?"

Mr. Ross: "If there is a description in DeCandolle under the name of

a Linnaean species and it turns out not to apply to that Linnaean species,

how does one proceed to make it a new species?"

Dr. Stafleu: "This is then a reference te a misapplication."

Dr. Buchheim: "In that case it would be preferable, I think, not to

apply this particular proposal. we should not stress this possibility too

much. For historical purposes we need i tem (1), but I am opposed to the

amendment•"

Prop. A was rejected.
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Article ~

Prop. A (157:24:1:12)

Dr. Nicolson: "He should also deal with infrageneric names."

Dr. Stafleu: "The sentiment of the proposal is correct but it is un-

necessary. The specific epithet in such cases is admissible because we

have a rule that the illegitimacy of the generic name does not necessarily

make the evithet illegitimate. Since 1905 there are nomina conservanda,

but this does not mean that the rejected names are invalid. "

Dr. Tryon: "I wondeI' about Art. 68. ~Vhy does not this apply here?"

DI'. Stafleu: "There is a point about 68: Burtt says here, in this

propos al, Iinadmissible', and not 'illegitimate'."

:Mr. Ross: "The situation arises when one conserves a name in a later

usage. The type species may then antedate the conserved generic name.

This point should be solved."

Dr. Stafleu: "If there is a division of opinion i t would be better to

accept this proposal in order to make the si tuation absolutely clear."

Dr. Weresub: "Prop. B is the same. The Editorial Corrnnitteecan per-

haps consider the combination of the two."

Dr. Rollins: "Prop. A is under consideration now. Wehave a pro-

posal by Nicolson. Weshall deal first with this."

Dr. Nicolson formally movedto insert "infrageneric or" before "spec-'

ific names". Seconded and carried.

Prop. A as amendedby Nicolson was put to a vote and accepted.

Prop. B (120:42:3:27)

Dr. Proskauer: "I am lost about our logic. As far as I can see it

is as utterly illogical as possible to have a name validly published and
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legitimate as of a date which precedes that ?f the generic name. The only

way we can take care of this problem is to assign to these earlier com-

binations the date of the genus as conserved. 11

Dr. Stafleu replied that basically conservation was against logic, but

once we accepted conservation we had to accept illogical consequences.

Dr. Silva: "When a genus is conserved from an author later than the

original one, a specific name published prior to the date of conservation

is considered to belong to two genera of the same name: the original genus

and the conserved genus. Transfer from the first genus to the second does

not involve a change of authorship, nor are the two names homonyms, inas-

much as they are based on the same type. Thus, Alpinia languas dates from

Gmelin 1791 even though it is placed in Alpinia Roxb. 1810 (nom. cons.).

This procedure, it seernsto me, is in accordance with the present Code and

therefore Proposal A seernsunnecessary."

Prop. B was accepted, to be brought into accord with Prop. A by the

Editorial Committee.

Dr. Stafleu: 1H'leshou1d reworçi this so as to avoid the possibility of

declaring such names "legitimate" if in _ot_h_e_rrespects they are in conflict

with the Code."

Artic1e !tk

Prop. A (9:16:2:153) Referred to the Editoria1 Committee

Article !tZ

Prop. A (9:83:1:86) Rejected [by rejection of Art. 7, Prop. D]

Prop. B (6:169:2:6)



Dr. Cronquist: "This is closely connected with another proposal which

we have already rejected. It is logical to reject it."
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J'1r.Ross: "I think that this nroposal is comp1etely indenendent of the

one we rejected. We refused to introduce the 'direct and unambiguous ref-

erence' but what Brummitt does is to propose to wTite in the Code the nec-

essity of a full compliance with all ru1es for va1idation. Since 1953

there are various new requirements. At a given moment someone has to val-

idate a name in al1 respects."

Prop. B was put to a card vote and accepted (186 "yes"; 96 "no").

Artiele ~2

Prop. A (5:169:2:4) Rejected

Prop. B (6:169:2:6) Rejected

Recommendation 46C------- --
Prop. A (17:138: 3:26) Rejected

Prop. B (79:24:5:70) Referred to the Editorial Committee

Prop. C (64:95:3:27)

Dr. Donk moved to amend the proposal by deleting the parenthetical

phrase ,,(with or without justification)". I1otion seconded and carried.

Dr. Howard moved that the last sentence be deleted from the p~osa1.

Dr. Staf1eu pointed out that the last sentence is the same as in the

existing Code.



Dr. Stearn opposed deletion of this sentence. "It is very useful to

have this indication."

Dr. Moore concurred with Dr. Stearn.

The motion by Howard was defeated.

Dr. Voss stated that since he had worked with Dr. Yeo on this propos al

he should put in a good word for it. The point was to lay even greater

stress on the publishing author, citation of which was already required by

Artiele 46.

Dr. Cronquist: "Before we vote let us look at the existing Recorrunenda-

-j;,ion,which most people do not follow."

Mr. Ross: "Tt is because of this that we try to amend it.1I

Prop. C accepted (as amended by Donk).

Prop. D (54:100:3:21)

Mr. Ross: "This is extrernely difficult in cases of pew combinations.

Strictly speaking the publishing author decides whether one should use

ex or in. 11

Dr. Reeder supported Ross.

Dr. Stafleu: "In Stockholm this was IaImd I whieh you find in the

literatu re .11

l'A'.r.Ross: "This was used to avoid the double 'in'."

Dr. Stearn: lI'1'heexamples make it elear. vVemust retajn the reeom-

rendation as it is."

Prop. D rejected.

Dr. ~:~cnk spoke of a nrevious mistake of the Editorial Comr-.ittee:

"Pefore you go on, Hecoll1J'Jendation46E has been edited :;y the Eàitorial

Comrrdttee in slieh a vla}r that it is now a souree of error for the mycolo-
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gists. In I'1ontrealwe accepted that pre-Linnaean names would be pla.ced

between square brackets. rtrcologists used in these cases the word 'ex'.

That has now been suppressed without any communication. It was suppressed

by the Editorial Committee. The mycologists want the 'ex'. Look at the

3 versions in the 3 editions: they are all different."

Dr. Voss: ttTheEditorial Committee should be instructed to restore

the 'ex' here."

Dr. Staf1eu pointed out that fai1ure to do this after Montreal was

an editorial error.

Dr. Rol1ins assured Dr. Donk that the Editorial Committee wou1d t~~e

this discussion to indicate that origina1 usage should be restored.

Recornmendation ~

Prop. A (4:155:3:13)

Prop. A (74:103:1:8)

Rejected

~ Recommendation !éQ.

Dr. Langman: "These names shou1d be retained in the interest of his-

tory. These authors made a contribution after al1 and if possible the

citation of their names shou1d be retained."

Dr. Burkart: "I am against this propos al and agree with Mrs. Langman. "

Dr. Cronquist: "I have a practical problem. Occasionally, I have pub-

lished in floristic works and I ascribed a name to another author who had

not va1idly published it. I then used 'ex'."
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Dr. Lellinger: "In the citation of the publishing author, when you

have a description, v·ou should use in, otherwise ex."

Dr. Schopf: "I agree with Lellinger. This serves to indicate the

type. 'l'his is the meanin~ of this citation, not that of 'honoring' a man."

Dr. Puchs: 1!If somebody transfers a species but does not make the com-

bination, and another author picks i t up, makes the new comb:J.nations, adds

nothing further, credit is found for the original author in the 'ex-cita-

tion'. I am entirely against this uroposal which aims at doing away with

this normal and established procedure."

Dr. !reeder: "I should like to speak in favor of the proposal because

it seems to me that this is purely a ~atter of honoring the original author

who failed to make the combination."

New Rec. 46G rejected.

Artic1e ~

Prop. A 07:76:47:13)

Prop. B (15:38:33:91)

Prop. C (25:74:48:20)

Prop. D (23:74:47:24)

A11 four proposals were referred to the Committee for Hybrids [and

later to the Editorial Committee].

~ R.ecommendati°It~ lli

Prop. A (34:150:2:6) H.ejected
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Dr. Sayre and Dr. Margadant moved a new proposal regarding Recom-

mendation 46D, replacing the first sentence as follows: "Whena name

with adescription or diagnosis (or a reference to a description or

diagnosis) is supplied by one author and this fact is explicitly stated

by the publishing author, the name of the author of the description

should be followed by the name of the publishing author, connected by

the word in. 11

Dr. Marr-sadant: "I would like to exulain this. In the cOI'Jpilation

of the Index t~scorum there was a difference of opinion on the use of ex

and in. I want to clarify the si tuation by making the instruction more

explic~ t. "

Dr. Cronquist: "The explanation is contrary to what it means•. There

are many names of Nuttall published in Torrey and Gray and there are de-

scriptions in quotation marks. There is no real eXDlanation; it is not

explicitly stated by Torrey and Gray that these names are by NuttalI."

Dr. Stafleu: "It is stated on the covers, see Taxon 18: 716 [Dec.

1969]; these covers are reproduced in the Hafner facsimile edition."

Dr. Cronquist: ttI still think that the wording of the proposal is

wrong and I am opposed to it."

Dr. Buchheim: "I am in favor of this because many people have used

in for descriptions. Margadant wants to restrict itto those cases where

it is explicit."

Dr. Cronquist: "There are a number of names published by de Candolle

in 1837 and by Hooker in 1844. The descriptions are 50 similar that they

must have been written by Lindley. There are some small differences but

it is clear that they stem from the same source. It is very useful for

bibliographical usage to ascribe them to Lindley; under the new proposal

we could not do this."
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Dr. Lellinger asked if this were not ~ recomrnendation for future use.

Dr. l1argadant: "I have studied Hooker' s Flora and there are very dif-

ferent things there. In several cases they sign the description and you

have to make some decision."

Dr. fuchs: "The new proposa1 b}rHargadant would rule out authors of

which it is clear from sources other than the publication in which the new

name and description is attributed to the author that this author is really

the originator of the new taxon. For example, R. Brown in W. T. Aiton,

Hort. Kew., ed. 2.".

Dr. Stearn: "There is a statement. ~ need not bring it in."

The proposal was put to a vote and rejected.

Article ~

Prop. A (37:30:107:13)

Dr. Sayre: "This was referred to the conunittees for ~i and bryo-

phytes. '!heBryophyte Committee is unanimously in favor of t.nis."

Dr. Donk: "As secretary of the Committee on Fungi and Lichens I

must report that in themail vote of the Committee (which is not yet com-

plete) the majority is against this proposal."

Dr. Silva: "I was not able to interpret the written proposal. I

asked for some help but they gave me none. -..Je decided in the Committee

for Algae that the proposal is more or less s\merfluous."

Proposal A was rejected.

Prop. B (2:9:4:169) Referred to the Editorial Committee



Prop. A (28:5:1:149)

Prop. A (114:78:0:0)

Artiele ~

Referred to the Editorial Committee

Artic1e ~

8h

Dr. Proskauer: "I have previously opposed this at length. The crux

of the issue is that by removing validi ty from these names the workings

of the homonymrule are no longer applied to them. This would involve a

considerable amount of change. Further, i t would require addi tional change

in the Code to preserve a considerable number of currently conserved names.

Weshould reject this proposal as we have done before. 11

Dr. Donk: "The last phrase of the proposal is difficult to understand.

Can we no longer correct epi thets? Art. 73 deals only with a few excep-

tional cases."

Dr. TryoIl: '"Valid' could be inserted between 'published' and 'name'

and deleted prior to 'publication'."

Dr. McVaughexplained his position on the points raised by Dr. Pros-

kauer.

Dr. Stafleu: "Whenyou say that a correction is not a name (not

validly published) it also does not count for purposes of homonymy."

Dr. Cronquist: tlI favor what I believe to he the im.tent of the pro-

posers. '!'he objection by Donk is significant, however. An example should

he given. If it is as difficult as that I would prefer to postpone a de-

cis ion on this until at least I can understand it."



Dr. r1cVauE?h:"Dr. ?roskauer says thatwe are legislating, but these

so-called tortho~aDhic varian~s' do not exist. One of the main points

is that nomina nuda do !lot enst. They are not names although printed

in fact in papers. I do not see the relevance of the arguMent of the hom-

onym mIe. The examples giver. are simply statements of facts. They are

covered under the rules for orthography."

Dr. Buchheim asked how one knows that these names are not in existence.

"Howcan we possibly consult them?"

Dr. McVaughasked whether the Section did or did not want to retain

such corrections. If so, we must conserve names which are orthographic

variants which are against the mIes.

Dr. Buchheim: "Then you must change the general rule! ft

Dr. Stafieu: "Although I am really in sympathy with the idea of McVaugh

and Bullock to deal with this matter, I JIDlst admit that af ter an extensive

exchange of letters with them we have not reached a eonsensus of opinion.

1,ole deal in the Code with validly published names. TheSE::are the only ones

the Code recognizes. As Dr. i1cVaugh correctly said, there are invalid

ones that do not exist for our purposes. I do not want to conserve some-

thing that does not exist. Ruchheim has also made this point: i t would

then be necessary to change another rule. Dr. McVaughis correct: we

should change the Code. We can change it that way. The question is:

do we want to change i t this way? If these names are invalid they are

indeed not considered for purposes of homonymy. This has certain effects

as we know from the I.N.G. In our work we have based ourselves on the

present Code and we have accepted these corrections as published. If

these were now thrown out - apart from other consequences which I cannot

oversee with respect to homonyms- we would come into serious trauble.

Cronquist is correct in saying that we have not reached the right solutian
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yet. It is not an ideal proposal. '!'he concept of inva1idity of pub1ica-

tion is involved.~

Prop. A was voted upon and rejected.

Artic1e él

Dr. Rollins stated that this was a very invo1ved and controversia1

matter. Since i t was late in the afternoon and discussion cou1d not be

finished, he proposed taking up Artic1e 63 ear1y on the next day.

Artic1e é!t

Prop. A (7:5:2:170) Referred to the Editorial Committee

Article 22.

Prop. A (30:48:1:111) Referred to the Editorial Committee

The following report on behalf of the Special Committee for Nomina

Ambigua had been distributed. A dissenting opinion by Dr. Fosberg was

also distributed.

REPORTOF THESPECIALCOMMITTEEFORNOMINAM1BIGUA.

PreambIe •
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Article 69, cancerr.ing _nom1n_"_aarnbigua, has been the subject of dis-

cussion at all recent International Congresses. Not only has its wording

been in debate, but also its very existence. At times its deletion has

been suggesteà, usually by botanists working far from Europe, whose atti-

tude can readily be understood because they are rarely affected by this

Article and see in it a loophole by which the workings of strict priority

and the type-method may be evaded. Those who work on European botany,

however, tend to take a very different view, since they have become ac-

customed to the rejection under the Artiele of a number of names which are

so ambiguous as to be almost ~aningless; and to delete the Article now,

and thus force the adoption of these names, often in strange and unfamiliar

senses (as a result of typification), would have a serieus and highly un-

desirabIe effect on the present1y accepted nomenclature of many well-known

European species.

I myself have for many years been concerned with working out the

nomenclature for 1ists of Flowering Plants not only from Europe but also

from Tropical Africa, the west Indies, the Himalaya and other regions.

Out of the thousands of names investigated for these areas I estimate that

I have rejected fever than 50 under Art. 69; aii except one of them are oid

names based on European p1ants (some cultivated), and nearly all of them

Linnaean names published in the Species Plantarum of 1153. (I attach a

provisional list of 36 names: it will be seen that all except 3 are Lin-

naean names; all except 4 ware published in 1153, and all before 1800;

the only one not based on a furopean plant is Plantago _cyn_op_s,but this

name was later applied to a European plant.) The reason why Linnaeus' s

European names dominate this list is historical. Most well-lmown European

plants ware included in the Species Plantarum, and Linnaeus' s species

often included two or more of those recognized by later authors. In the
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absence of the type-mettJod these Linnaean names were liable to be interpreted

differently by different authors, 50 that they were used concurrently with

different meanings. Linnaeus himself made the situation worse by changing

the application of some of his names between the first edition (1753) of

the Species Plantarum and the second edition (1762-63),and as later bot-

anists mostly used the second edition rather than the first these names

came to be applied in the second (erroneous) sense instead of the original

sense (e.g. Plantago psyllium and P. cynops, Cerastium viscosum and C. vul-

gatum) •

Unfortunately I have no information about the extent to which Art. 69

is invoked by authors in regions on which I have not worked, sueh as North

America, Malaysi~ and Australasia; nor do I lmow to what extent it is used

by workers on cryptogamous groups. In the absence of this information I

cannot estimate how large a list would be required if it were decided to

append one to Art. 69. In view of the size of my own provisional list

(which covers the most-affected area) it might be quite smalle

Although I believe that Art. 69, in one form or another, is essential,

I consider its present wording to be unsatisfactory, quite apart fram the

question of providing a list. The loose phrase 'long-persistent source of

error' can be interpreted differently by different authors, and can be

used as an excuse for rejecting names on what I would regard as too friv-

olous grounds, there being no stipulation as to the length of time meant

by 'long' in 'long-persistent'. In mw opinion it should be made clear that

this 'long' veritably means a long period of time. My own provisional list

shows that, so far as Flowering Plants are concerned, I would not reject a

name published later than 1794; but this may not hold for other people's

lists. Nevertheless it seems clear that only really old names should be

involved, and I have come to the conclusion that the Article would be much

strengthened if it were limited to such names. I thought of adding a
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sentence to the Article: tThis Artiele aDplies anly to names published be-

fore 1800' (i.e. within a period of roughly 50 Jears since 1753). But then

it occurred to me that such a wording woulci not cater for names in groups

with later starting-dates. I now therefore would suggest as an alternative:

'This Article applies only to names published not later than 50 years after

the starting-point for nomenclature of the group concerned'. Such an addi-

tion, in either form, would cover all the important cases known to me, and

cut out the more frivolous ones concerned with more recent names.

Terms of reference of the Committee.

The Committee was asked to report on two matters:

(i) Should Artiele 69 be extended to apply to potential n_o_mi_n_aambigua,

i.e. to names that have been consistently applied in one sense since

shortly after their original publication but are found when typified

to apply to a different taxon?

(ii) Should there be, as an appendix to the Code, a list of the names to

which this article applies? If the committee decides that sueh a

list is desirabIe, it would be weIl if it eompiled a draft list.

i. Should Artiele 69 be extended to apply to potential nomina ambigua?

The Article at present simply states that a name must be rejeeted

if it is used in different senses and 50 has become a long-persistent

source of error.



Under this definition there are two main categories of names: (1) names

which throushout all or most of their history have been used in two or more

senses so that their meaning is no longer clear, even if typification shows

that they are applicable in one of the senses concerned; and (2) names

which have been consistently applied in one sense since shortly after their

original publication but are found when typified to apply to a different
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taxon.

In fact there is no clear distinction between these two categories,

there being names which come under (1) but which almost qualify for (2).

Furthermore, as I see it, a name in category (2) is already implicitly cov-

ered by the Article, because it has already been used in two senses (by

the original author on the one hand, and by subsequent authors on the other),

and its long use in the·wrong sense makes it .a long-persistent source of

error.

At the Edinburgh Congress in 1964 I drew attention to these names in

category (2), and suggested that the Article be reworded so as to include

them explicitly. In the subsequent discussion it seemed to me that not all

thos~ present really understood the point, and in the end it was proposed

to add to the Article the words 'or if by transfer to a taxon to which it

had not previously applied except by the original author it may become

such a source of error'. The proposal was defeated. I was not surprised,

for though in desperation I accepted the wording at the time I did not con-

sider it good. The fault lay in the words 'it may become such a souree of

error', which were misleading, suggesting a doubt or some sort of threat.

In fact, when a name is found to belong to a category (2) the fait is accom-

_p_l_i:·the name is ~utomatically a long-persistent souree of error - there

is no 'may become' about itl

As I still think it desirabIe to make the Article explicit in this re-

spect I suggest the following rewording:
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'A name must be rejected if it is used in different senses, or has

been consistently used in a sense different from that of the origi-

nal author, and so has become a long-persistent source of error.'

As already indicated above, I would make the further (separate) suggestion

that the following sentence be added:

'This Article applies only to names published not later than 50 years

after the starting-point for nomenclature of the group concerned.'

ii. Should there be, as an appendix to the Code, a list of the narnes to

which this artiele applies?

In the 1935 edition of the International Rules the Article (then num-

bered 62) was followed by the sentence 'A list of names to be abandoned for

this reason (Nomina ambigua) will, form Appendix IV'. A similar sentence

followed Art. 64 (now 70) concerning Nomi...'1aconfusa. No such lists were

prepared, and after debate at Stockholm in 1950 these sentences concerning

lists were omitted.

Art. 69 as it stands now, without provision for a definite list, can

go a long way towards achieving wat I believe it was. originally intended

to do, i.e. to eliminate names which have become so ambigu01ls as to be

practically meaningless; but it is unlikely to achieve stability, since not

all authors will agree about the narnes to be rejected. For this secand

purpose (stability) a definite list of rejected narnes would be the answer,

and lam therefore in favor of it in principle. There are, however, some

points which 1 would like tobringto the attention of theCommittee.

1) Size of the list. If my own investigations (based chiefly on the floras
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of ~urope, tropical Africa, the ~est Indies,and the Himalaya) are any

guide, the number of Flowering Plant names to be listed would be quite

snall - though others may disagree with me and put forward larger lists.

I have no idea, however, how many names •.lould 'ceput forward for the

rest of the World, or for the various groups of cryptogams. It may be

weIl to request the Special Comnittees for these Rroups to draw up

lists of su€~sted n~~s, whether or not the provision of a list is

accepted at the coning Congress. With that information we should know

where we s1;.and.

2 ) There is one class or name that is difficul t to cater for in a list.

!bis inclndes the names of so-called a~gregate species which are com-

~ diTided into numerous 'microspecies'. Examples are _Ru_b_u_sfruticosus

1.. and Alchemilla vulgaris L. These names are widely and correctly

used for tbe species when treated as aggregates; but when the aggregates

are diTided into microspecies they are dropped on the grounds that they

are ambiguous at microspecific level. If a list were accepted, and

these names placed on it to justify rejection at microspecific level,

j;hen the names would be barred from use at aggregate level also, so

that each aggregate would have to take the oldest name from among the

names of microspecies • The situation then would be absurd. This is

a point which would require special legislation if a list were accepted.

3) Ir a list were accepted for Art. 69, then one would equally be required

for Art. 70, as originally provided for in the Rules of 1935. This is

not an insuperable difficulty; indeed the two lists could be combined

into one.

4) Ir my suggestion about limiting Art. 69 to names published within 50

years of the starting-point were accepted the field would be so nar-

rowed down that a list might not be so necessary.
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I append a list of 36 names which I would recommend for inclusion in

a list if the provision of one is accepted.

Examples to Art. 69.

The first example (_Ro_s_avillosa L.) is a bad one and shoold be re-

ulaced. Other examples can be provided according to the wording of the

Article as accepted at the Congress.

J. E. Dandy.

Dr. Proskauer moved to delete Article 69.

1'11'. Ross said there was a committee report before us which contains

two proposals dealing with Art. 69.

Dr. Rollins set as a goal for the day to deal with one of the contro-

versial matters: superfluous names, hybrids, or Art. 69; and he declared

that Dr. Proskauer's motion was open for discussion.

Dr. ?roskauer: "Hy objection is that the Article as it stands is in

great conflict with the type method and that it has no business in oor Code."

Dr. Donk: I1Thisproposal cornes up at every Congress. The argument

that makes the Article stay in the Code is that it provides us wi tb an

escape clause. When we really object to a name we can still refer it to

Art. 69. I should be happy to keep it in the Code."

Mr. Meikle: "1 am opposed to the proposal to delete Article 69, but I

agree th at the Article is in many ways a very unsatisfactory one. The cor-

rect alternative to Art. 69 is the acceptance of a principle of _N_om_,_in_a_8:98_c-



_if_i_c_aRejicienda; a proposal to this effect should be made at the next

Congress.1I

Mr. Ross: IIlfwe remove Art. 69 there will be many cases where our

nomenclature will no longer be precise. 11

Dr. Stearn: IIThere is an amended version introdueed by Hr. Dandy. All

of the cases deal with the European flora; most of them are cases of Lin-

naean names. There was a eertain amount of conflieting usage proposed by

Linnaeus. This was got rid of by a consensus of European botanists as

nomina ambigua. ~~. Dandy has introduced a list. I can tell that this

cites a number of Linnaean names, e.g. one in Ulmus. 1 propose modifica-

tion of'this artiele in Dandy's sense.1I

Dr. Rollins: "There is a motion before the house."

Dr. Buchheim: "As a member of Committee i'orStabilization I might

point out that this co~~ttee has used Art. 69 in co~piling its list. To

delete Art. 69 certainly would upset the stabilization of many important

~lants and thus work against the general sense of the Seetion of Nomencla-

ture as expressed at Edinburgh."

Dr. Fuchs: "A name ean beeome ambiguous, but has to be used when the

wording of Art. 69 is kept as it is; one has then to wait until the name

has beeome ambiguous in order to delete the ambiguous name. Art. 69 as

reworded and amended by Dandy will still leave open ambiguous names after

the deadline. A better wording may be to extend the Îlrticle to apply also

for future names beeoming ambiguous. 'If a name has or will be a souree

of ambiguity'."

Dr. D'Arcy: lI'I'hereare good examples of names which would fit per-

fectly into the category of nomina ambigua which have beeome clarified

throu~h the close study of man:!people, e.z. Solanum _n_ig_r_~L. and _0_a_p-
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sicum annuum L.--- ---- 'l'hisprinciple of nomina a:nbigua in the code closes
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the door on the historical types and names.which will perhaps yield to

future workers. "

Dr. Wood: "The committee on ambiguous names is divided. I agree

with the oDinion expressed by Dr. Fosberg but before voting on Dr. Pros-

kauer's nroDosal we should consider Hr. Dandy's proposals, carefully, in-

cluding that of limiting the effect of Art. 69 to 50 years af ter the

starting point. Certainly if Art. 69 is retained a list of ambiguous names

should be appended, for as it stands all names are subject to personal in-

terpretation and even a committee will have great difficulty in reaching

decisions.1I

Dr. Heywood: "This subject comea up regularly at nomenclature sessions

. and 811 the arguments have already been rehearsed. It is a form of inter-

continent81 warfarel Has anything changed since Edinburgh? The onus is

on those who oppose Art. 69 to give new reasons for rejecting it. Dne

thing that has changed is that we have a list prepared by Dandy, vol. 2 of

Flora Europaea has been pUblished, and vols. 3, 4, and 5 are in active

preparation -- all based on acceptanee of Art. 69. Typification studies

will n__ot_, as has been suggested, solve the problem. The names are used in

different senses and ambiguous and fail to serve as a means of communication."

Dr. Rollins: "1 should like to limit the debate. U. S. botanista never

act as a body. We consider each case individually and on its merits."

Dr. Johnson: "The purpose of the Code is not to uphold principle and

logic, but to provide a stabIe nomenclature. The problem presented by

the European botanists is a very real one, and is not solved merely by typi-

fication. The well-documented proposals of Dandy provide a clarification

and restriction of Artiele 69, which is what we need. The intercontinental

dispute should not be allowed to interfere with this."

Dr. Rollins: "1 still insist there is a motion to delete Art. 69 before

the Section."
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Dr. Fuchs: "To introduce a time limit as proposed by Dandy may solve

the problem. After that deadline we may rephrase Art. 69, not only with

the past but also with the future in minde we should not close the door

entirely. "

Dr. Tryon: "The new element in Dandy's Proposal - 'persistently used

etc.' would prevent reapplication of a name by correct typification."

Dr. Faegri: "Tt should be taken into consideration that there is no

proper committee report. Mr. Dandy's letter - to which I large subscribe -

is chiefly an expression of his personal views. The present wording of

Art. 69 is not fortunate, Mr. Dandy's proposal is an improvement, but even

now the. article is not good enough, and the matter should be left for future

study b;y a reconstituted committee."

Dr. Rogers: "The usefulness of the article concerning nomina ambigua

is not a matter of geography. At the Stockholm Congress we were told that

the problems previously solved by Art. 70, concerning nomina confusa, had

better be solved by typification. The problems now solved by Art. 69 can

be solved in the same way.ft

Tpe motion of Proskauer to delete Art. 69 was voted upon and defeated.

Dr. Stafleu: "We are ready to vote on the proposals made by this com-

mittee on ambiguous names. I confirm what Dr. Faegri said: this report is

more a proposal by Dr. Dandy."

Dr. Faegri moved that the matter be deferred for further study. Mo-

tion seconded by Lanjouw and carried. Dr. Rollins declared that a committee

would be established to report to the next Congress.

Dr. Proskauer moved that study of Artieles 70 and 71 be added to the

charge of the committee. Motion seconded by Heywoodand carried.

The proposals regarding Artieles 69 and 71 were thus dealt with.

Dr. Lanjouw asked whether matters were referred to the existing committee



or to a new comrnittee, and Dr. Rollins replied that a new comrnittee wil1

be 'appointed to work over this mate rial and report by 1975.

Mr. Ross asked whether the appropriate committee might be the pre-

sent Com~ttee for Stabilization.

Dr. Stafleu: "I would not do that. I am chairman of that committee

but that committee is charged with the specific task to study certain

cases. I would rather try to find people for that committee. I must

give a word of warning. This comrnittee was difficult for me as rapporteur

because I could not get i t working. At the last minute Dr. Dandy has in-

deed taken I1llch trouble in writing this but only af ter five years. There

were no others. If some of you might feel capable but still reluctant to

give time we shall have the same result."

~ Article 22 ~

Prop. A (6:176:3:4) Rejected

Artiele 71
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Prop. A (8:30:146:6) [Previously referred (see above) to a new

special committee. ]

SIXTH SESSION.........-.... ..

_Su_nd_a_y,24 August _19_6_9,9:00-11:30!. m.



(C_~_a_ir~an: R. C. Rollins)

Dr. Rollins opened the session by calling for discussion on Dr.

Weresubls amended proposal on Article 10, as follows:

The nomenclatural type of genus is a species~~ •••

*This type species is the one indicated by name in accordance with

Art. 37 or, in pre-1958 literature, indicated by name as (holo) type

or as "the one element" in accordance with Art. 7, or selected as lecto-

type from among the species indicated by naroo by the author of the genus,

unless this author explicitly excludes the type specimen of the species

named,. or declares that he questions its inclusion in his type species.

Post-validation publication of a IIcorrected" determination of the

material the author had at hand may not be used retroactively to change

the typification of a generic name.

Dr. Rollins:" This proposal is in direct conflict with Prop. C of

Dr. McVaugh, which puts the emphasis in another direction. We ought to

consider both these proposals for discussion at the same time."

pre McVaugh discussed Prop. C and suggested deferral of action on

Props. A and C for consideration by interested ~ersons, through the

General Co~~ttee, so that a new propos al rrlsht be worked out before

the next Congress.

Dr. W'eresub: "Prof. Nannfeldt pointed out to me that the second

paragraph could better be a note preceding the example rather than a

statement in itself. lagree to have it as a note.1t [Dr.\'/eresub then

illustrated her proposal on the blackboard, with discussion. ]

Dr. Fosberg: "If the protologue of such a generic name as Pseudo-

larix is regarded as composed of two elements, even though one had not been

named, any lectotypification must ("J considered in light of what the de-
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scription says and will ultirnately stand or fall on this basis."

Dr. Margadant: "I should like to have a decision at this Congress

and not by a later Congress. We should vote on Weresub 's proposal. "

Dr. Lellinger: "Dr. McVaugh' s motion has precedence and we have to

decide on that first."

Dr. Margadant: "I spoke against that motion."

Dr. Proskauer: "We are facing here a situation where a man said

'what I have in hand is called by this name'. He said so in error, he

should not have said so, but he meant what he said. We are not here to

discuss what our little brains want the man to do. All we have to consider

is what he actually did."

Dr. 'v-.eresub:"I fully agree. It is lectotypification coming into the

matter. You must take a decision on the species which best satisfies the

protologue. Nobody else' s taxonomy can come into the picture. The ques-

tion is to fix the type of the original author. Why you would like to

accept a later typification I cannot understand."

}1r. Ross: "Dr. Weresub's proposal takes no account of the names of

genera published without mention of included species. This case needs

to be covered. Furthermore, the principle of the type method is that

names should be applied in the sense of the original author, and Weresub's

proposal is contrary to this."

Dr. Moore said that as he was heavily involved he would like to com-

ment. He quite agreed with Mr. Rass, but contended that here there is no

opportunity to lectotypify. In the _C_hr_y_s_~o_l_a_r_i_xcase, by mentioning a

specific name Gordon holotypified his genus [Pseudolarix]. He"may have

erroneously done so but we must have a legalistic approach: he did mention

thc name and we carmot escape it. Nr. Bulloek has recommended looking at

(~ordon' s synonymy: he wants to accept the implici t statement not the explicit.
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It is a regrettable circumstance that the choice of type is based on a

misunderstanding. '-'1vlOuld be most happy to go to Pseudolarix; we must,

however, look at what was said.#

Dr. Voss: "Article 10 says that the type of a genus is a species,

not that it is the name of a species."

Dr. Donk asked Dr. Weresub about the Cyphella example. He had not

seen the type of C. goldbachii.

Dr. Rollins said the issue was clear and called for a vote on the

HcVaugh motion to consider this between now and the next Congress.

Motion carried. Art. 10, Props. A and C deferred for consideration,

a new proposal to come through the r~neral Comrrittee.

The report of the Committee for Hybrids was presented by Dr. Stearn,

who introduced it with an eloquent discussion of the need to abandon the

Victorian idea that hybrids were something not quite decent and had to be

kept hidden.

REPORT OF WE COI1MITTEE FOR HYBRIDS

The Committee for Hybrids (inadvertently ca1led the Committee

for Cultivated Plants on p. 8 of the Synopsis (and in Div. Hl of the Code])

has considered all the proposals for the nomenclature of hybrids in the

Synopsis. At present most of the regulations for the naming of hybrids are

segregated from the nain text cf the Code as Appendix I. Acceptance of

Article 3, Prop. B (Yeo) meéJns the incorporation into the main text of the

provisions relating to interspecific_ hybrids (i.e. hybrids between species

of the SaJTleFenus) but the retention in ApDemÜx I of those relating to

_in_t_er_f!_"e_ne_ri,cn;ihrids (i.e~ groups of hybr:ids between sDecies of different
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genera). The Committee discussed this matter thoroughly and consulted other

botanists. On grounrlsof logic, convenience; and clarity it concluded unan-

imously that all provisions relating to hybrids at present in Appendix I

should be inserted at appropriate places, with consequential editorial modi-

fication, in the main text, and Appendix I abolished. ,~ccordingly it

strongly proposes acceptance of Art. 3, Prop. B in the followLDg modified

form, i.e. Art. 3, I:ewProp. C:

'The principal ranks of hybrid taxa are, in ascending sequence,

interspecific hybrid and intergeneric hybrid; their nomenclature

is governed by the general provisions of this Code. They have the

same ranks as species and genus respectively.

'The COmTIitteesuggests that, to avoid any possibility of

confusion the following note be added: "The term interspecific

_h_yb_r_id_,whenever used in the Code, refers to a hybrid between

snecies of the same genus'"

As stated in the3ynopsis (p. 8), this would contribute rmlchto

the consistency and clarity of the Code. It could be nana~ed without making

any chan~e in the present numbering of articles in the Code. If agreed in

principle, the work of integration, along the lines ~ut fO~lard in the first

of Yeo's parallel series of proposals, could be left to the Editorial Com-

mittee. Tbe Editorial Committee \.;ouldensure that cross-references to the

~resent Ap~endix I ~rere eliminated and others substituted as references to

relevant artieles. Acceptance of this transfer automatically implies con-

sideration only of 're0 's first series cf ~ronosals. The excellent index

of the Code \-.Toulc; ensure that provisions re13ting to hyhriàs could be readily

'he fOlJnd,thus rei'1ovin(!the only arrument for keepin~ them out of the main tert.



The recommendations of the Committee on most of the proposals re-

lating to hybrids are as follows:

Art. JB; substi tute for this new Prop. C above

Art. 3C (above) : yes

:\rt.4A: yes

Art. 7L: yes

Rec. 20A, ·.'ro::).!~: ~'Bs

Art. 21A: yes

Art. 23C: yes

The Comnrlttee proposes that to avoid the anomaly of referring

to the epithets of hybrids as 'specific epjthets', the term 'collective

epitheta, already in use in the International Code for Cultivated Plants

(e.g. Art. lh), should be adopted here.

In the 3rd paragraph on p. 20 at the end of the 2nd line delete 'or'

from 'form or by a'

New Rec. 23C: no.

If Appendix I should be retained separate, the Cornrnitteewould

recornrnenddeletion of Rec. H SA as vroDosed by Tryon (Synopsis, p. 39).

Art. 24 A: yes

New Rec. 24C: no

Art. 28 B: yes

Art. 28 New Prop. D. Ta avo1d homonJ~s in the Dames of sexual hybrids

and graft-chimaeras (dealt 1.:1th in Internati onal 00de of N,or'lencl<ït\;.re
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for Cultivated Plants, Art. 20-2L, but liable to be overlooked by users

of I.C.B.E.) the Committee proposes the following addition to Art. 20:

'The name of a graft-chimaera of any rank must not be the

same as the name of a sexual hybrid of the same rank'.

Thus +Cratae~omespilus aDplies only te graft-chimaeras of

Cratae~l~ and Mespilus, xCrataemesDilus only to sexual hybrids of

_Cr_a_t_a_e_gu__s and Mespilus.

In the next to last paragraph, read: 'plants in cultivation, in-

cluding graft-chimaeras, appear in,' etc.

Art. 32 B: yes

Art. 37. rL'heEditorial COITlJ'}itteeshould note the need for correlation with

Art. ha, possibly by the addition of 'except for the names of a

hybr:id group, which is a condensed formula or its equivalent

(see Art. hO).'

Art. hO A: yes

Art. 50 A: yes

Art. 50 B: yes

;\rt. :T.1D: ,,0

;~rt• H.3D: yes

Art. H.5C: yes

Art. H.5E: no

'I'hisproposal could lead to numerous name changes, particularly in
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_l'-!e_n_t_h_a,Populus, _Sa_l_i_x,U_lmu__ s, etc., and new combinations attendant with un-

necessal~ and difficult bibliogra~hical work. The Committee did not have

time to draft and aPDrove the needed alternative '!)ro~osal. The following

provisional version, prepared by the Secretary, is aeeordingly put forward

for consideration:

'lm epi thet published before 1975 subordinate to the binary name of a

reeognized hybrid but at a rank other than that of nothomorph is treated

as if published at the rank of nothomorph:,'the name of the original author

being cited, folIovred b~r an indication of the original status (cf. Art.

50). Example: CardUUB:ICorthocephalus Wallr. run. mulliganii Boivin (pro

forma ).•'

w. T. Stearn, Seeretary

Also distributed with the committee report was the following motion

presented by Dr. DeMaret on behalf of the botanists of the National Bot-

anical Garden of Belgium:

All DSlrticular rules for hybrids and cultivated plants shall be grouped in

special appendices with cross references in the general artieles eoncerned,

so that these rules are coherently united in one place to avoid treatment

in several places.

Examples: 1) Art. 28 should be restricted to a reference to Anpendi.x I

and a referenee to the International Code of cultivated plants

and the partieular rules of this artiele should be treated jn

an A~pendix

2) . rt. 40 ShOllld be reyÜaced by a short artjele: IJtlalidity of
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publication of the names of plants is treated in Appendix I,

Names of hybrids and of special categories."

Dr. Rollins: "The reTJort is now open for discussion."

Dr. Tryon: "Hybrid articles should definitely be in a separate appen-

dix as ruch as possible."

Dr. Faegri: liltis not admissible to use the term rank in connection with

inter~eneric vs. interspecific hybrids. A senus is a higher rank than a

species because it includes one or more species. But e.g. a ~estuca-Lolium

hybrid does not include any interspecific hybrid within Festuca. If we

want to differentiate between the two categories, another word than rank

must be used. However, a nothomorph is a subordinate rank in relation

to the complete concept of the hybrid because the hybrid may comprise a

number of nothomorDhs."

Dr. Mc'Jaugh: "The articles in the appendix have the same worth as

those in the body of the Code. we are changing their place only to achieve

a more convenient use.n

Dr. Donk: "If the new proposal Art. 3, :?rop. C is introduced C"The

principal ranks of hybrid taxa are •••") I should like to know whether a

botanist is obli~ed to treat a plant as a hybrid if he thinks so."

~r. Stearn: "If you recognize a thing beinr, a hybrid you do so."

iJr.!;onk: "Are we obliged to follow the words for hybrids?"

Dr. Stearn: "If you do not publish a name it does not exist, but

otherwise you use the Code."

Jr. ~)onk: ,,!. "lV'asafraid of that."

Dr. Dunn sajd we should encourage the namin[: of only those hybrids

which are estahlished or repeated sufficiently often that they represent

entjties vrl1ichre~}ire names because the taxa will occur reDeatedly in

nat1.1reor in cultivat:ion.
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Dr. Rollins called for a vote on the principal question: to bring

the articles relating to hybrids into the body of the Code. This pro-

posal was rejected.

Dr. Rollins: "The next problem is to deal with any other aspects of

the report that differ from the present ap,!",endix.We should not go through

everYthing and I ask Dr. Gilmour to identify those differences. "

Dr. Gilmour: "The main item left as being not connected with the trans-

fer of the appendix is Art. 7, Prop. L."

Dr. Stafleu: "I wonder whether it would be possible to make a shortcut.

We should not use our time now on technicalities that can very weIl be left

to the. new Committee for Hybrids. 'lbe Section has taken a decision on one

major item. Apart from that there are fou!' or five questions left.' You

could approve these on the understanding that the appendix remains intact,

leaving the actual wording to the Editorial Committee and the hybrid

committee."

Dr. Tryon: I~here is a clear understanding which of the new propos als

do affect the present appendix. Let us just identify only the things

that are new."

Dr. Rollins said other matters would be left to the Editorial Com-

mittee and the new Committee for Hybrids.

Dr. Gilrnour: "The adoption of the word Icollective eDi th~t I is to be

decided upon by this Section. Also perhaps the deletion of Rec. H. SA

should be brollght bafore the Section. The difference is purely that an

epithet of a hybrid is different of the epithet of a species. Tt is a

terrninological question."

Mr. Ross said it was important for the Editorial Committee to know

if such eDithets are not counted for purposes of homonymy.

Tt was voted to accept the term "collective epithet" instead of

"specific epithet" for hybrids.



Dr. Tryon urged deletion of Art'•.H. 5A, as he had proposed.

Deletion of the Artiele was accepted.

Mr. Meikle proposed that Art. H5, Prop. E and the alternative pro-

nosal of the Hybrid Committee should be rejected on the grounds that it

would unduly restriet the number of ranks below the level of an interspec-

ific hybrid, a hierarchy of such subordinate categories is particularly

needed in such genera as _S_a_l_i_x,Populus, ?_l_mu__s, i~ntha.

Motion seconded by IvlcVaugh.

Dr. Gilmour: "Any subordinate rank to a hybrid must be a nothomorph ."

Dr. Stafleu pointed out that it is still possible to have more ranks

under more general artieles of the Code, but that you cannot use the same

infraspecific epithet twice under a specific name--they would be homonyms.

This is what Dr. Stearn means; the proposal stabilizes procedureand

saves names.

Dr. Rollins called for a vote on the MeikIe motion and it was de-

feated. The last paragraph remains in the report of the Committee for

Hybrids.

The renort of the Committee was then accepted, with the understanding

that the Editorial Co~:ittee and the new Committee for Hybrids would re-

fer material to its proper place in light of the decision to ret~dn Ap-

pendix I.

Dr. Stafleu then noted that we had to dispose of the Demaret motion

and explained that the Brussels proposal vlanted to transfer even more

hybrid provisions from the Code to the Appendix. He inquired whether the

Code f'or cultivated plants was meant, too.

Dr. :3ilmour: "''dedecided to keep the Appendix. We have done what

they asked."

Dr. '"1emaret:"v/e shonld like to transfer the r,eneral as weIl as the
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special rules to the Appendix and to restrict the general article to a

cross-reference."

Dr. Stafleu: "This is editorial."

Dr. Rollins: "The Editorial Col'l1r1itteewill take care of this, unless

I see some objections."

Dr. Buchheim: "The 'example' in the motion says that Art. 40 should

be replaced. 'I'his is something we have not decided upon."

Dr. Stafleu: "It speaks about 'validity of publication". '.tJe shall

have to check this."

Dr. Faegri: "May I bring to the attention of the Editorial CODlIllittee

the fi'rst sentence in Article 28."

Dr. Hargadant: "If we want to keep the Code as it now stands you

should reject the proposals by Demaret."

Dr. Rollins: "It does not specifically say so. They are only exam-

ples. 1 shall clarify the issue by asking for a vote on Demaret's examples."

Dr. Rollins proposed to clarify the issue by asking for a vote on the

examples in Demaret' s motion. It was voted to exclude the examples from

the motion, which was then accepted for reference to the Editorial Commit-

tee for action in the spirit of the previous motions.

Superfluous ~ (~ • .é1)

The report of the Committee on Superfluous Kamts (Appendix C, Synop-

sis pp. 74-9S1) was opened for discussion • The only member of the Com-

mittee present was Dr. Silva, who noted the cOT1plexitv of the problem of

the Committee. "'rhe corresDondence was not simnle. The act.ual result

was that each mertlber stayed with his own ideas. Only with ,rreat diffi-

cul ty would someone approve even nart of the other ideas. 'rhe resul t



has been a series of independent nroposals. It is impossible to gi~~ a

report in view of this diversity of opinion."

Dr. Stafleu: "This is a most peculiar report. I have encountered many

difficulties to make this ad hoc committee work. Some people refused,

others simply did nothing. In the end I asked Conrad Morton to take the

chairmanship. He tried very hard to get some action. The General Committee

suggested a few new names: Burtt, Jacobs, and Singer. 'rhegroup then con-

sidered what happened at Edinburgh and sent to Morton their own ideas on

the Edinburgh report, including new suggestions and proposals. 'roConrad

Morton's utter dismay these five individu al reports turned out to be almost

as different as one could imagine. It did not give him a basis for a

report which even had a majority and a minority version in it. He asked me

what to do and I advised him to present us the versions of the five members.

It is a report consisting of five sets of opinions. I have tried to fac-

ilitate the task of the section by incorporating in the preliminary vote

the proposals put forward by these five gentlemen. The vote is clear, I

am glad to say; this should simplify our procedure. Burtt has proposed

nomina specifica conservanda with the suggestion, if I understand him cor-

rectly, to set up a corrmnttee and save all necessary names in the next

three years or so. I have already asked him how to finà the people, but

Burtt went to Australia and my letter came back unanswered. We have here

a preliminary vete on all these vari ous :Jroposals which will proviàe gui-

dance. ~vould it not be best to p:o throu~h U18se proposals and eliminate

quickly those which were very clearly rejecteà? \1ecov.ld then have a

general discussion such as in Eàinburgh because the issue is still im-

portant."

'Jr.~ollins: "First let me say that although my name appeared in the

literature as chairman that was amistake , I never ar,reedto serve as such."
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Dr. Margadant: "That was a superfluous namel"

Dr. Fosberg: "The simplest solution - this is a motion - to the prob-

lem before us is to reject the report of the Committee and to let the ar-

ticles concerned stand as they are." Motion seconded by Eichler.

Dr. Papenfuss: "It took an enormous arnountof time and I do not want

to reject. Let us table the report. "

Dr. Tryon: "1 do not want to speak against tabling or rejecting.

The heart of the matter, however, lies in Prop. ~ by I1orton. This amends

the article in the correct way. This is also done in my proposal (to Art.

63). In essence we have only these two proposals. I move an amendment

to the tabling motion, to consider Prop. G and original Prop. C."

Dr. Cronquist stated that a tabling motion cannot be amended.

Dr. Stafleu pointed out that this was an American peculiarity, which

would introduce a new element into the Nomenclature Section -- although

it was true that such amending was not dom in this country.

Dr. Rollins asked Dr. Fosberg if he were 11illing to accept aversion

of his motion which would allow these two proposals still to be discussed.

Dr. 70sberg agreed to these two exceptions, observing th at we could

spend the rest of the day if we discussed the whole report.

Dr. McVaugh pointed out that Prop. G was favored by more than 50% of

themail vote.

Dr. Jonk asked for an explanation of "tabling a motion."

Dr. Rollins: "Put aside and do not consider it. It has nothing to

do with the next Congress. You cannot tie the hands of that Congress to

this report. The nroDosal is that the report be tabled, with the exception

of the consideration of ProD. J of the committee and the proposals to

Art. 63 j71 the Synopsis."
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Dr. Stafleu explained the present status of things: "The chairman asked

Dr.' Fosberg to modify the motion. The section probably agrees to table the

motion with exception of the consideration of those two proposals. 1~is

would mean that if the motion is accepted, we would just talk about Prop. f"
\J

by Morton • After that we come back to the separate and independent propos-

als in the Synopsis. These may be of minor importance, but they have to

be deal t wi th. "

The tabling motion as amended was carried.

Dr. Weresub asked what it meant to do something "by implication."

Dr. Voss suggested th at the examples referred to in Prop. G 8ave

guidance on this. Admittedly, "implication" may be difficult to determine.

Mr. HeikIe proposed that Prop. G be reworded to read "demonstrably"

after "unless the type is at the same time excluded", rejecting i10rton's

phrase "either explicitly or by implication." Seconded by Proskauer.

Mr. Ross: "In many cases 'sensu' is omitted by old authors but they

MUst be as~umed ta have intended it."

Dr. Tryon: "ImDlici t exclus5.on of the ty!>e can he taken as coming

from the description, which is not intended or desirable."

Dr. !"aegri: "Horton jntroduced on p. 90 'either exolicitly or m~er-

_en_t_l_"a_l_Iz'which is not the sa.'T18thing as Ü::plicitly. 1 do not knov .mo

is res"9onsible for the difference."

!>Ir.Ross sajd he had urged Horton to do this. "Inferentiallyl! is

not really the correct word to indicate the kind of cases that matter,

such as Dr. Tryon spoke of.

Dr. Fuchs: "I wonder whet~er the example mentior.ed by Dr. Ross

(Tryon's cases) can "he classified as implici t. Citation of a later author

is cJG)licit. '1"oe exam'Jle of Pseudol_8_T_i_xis a case of a v.eneric description

not being in agreenent ,'r!ththe type sDecies cited by the original author.

v.lhatis' j.m~lid. t' here?"



Dr. Langman: "Hr. Ross said 'inf~rentially' is not the same as Iby

implication'. Hr. Horton took these words as meaning the same thing."

Dr. Lel1inger stated that Horton's word ultimately was "implicitly."

"He made that change himself."

Mr. Ross called attention to the _Lu_f_f_acase on p.lll of the Synopsis

and said it was necessary to make clear that citations of this kind be

taken as binding, as did the Co~ttee for Stabilization.

Dr. Tryon pointed out that a great many of the arguments in favor of

Prop. G of the Committee were also in favor of his proposal, which he

asked be considered at the same time, explaining the substance of Prop. C.

Dr. ",Ieresubasked if Dr. Tryon would agree te rerlove "wi th its origi-

nal author".

Dr. Donk wondered about lectotypificatian aftel' publication. Aftel'

proper lectotypification one should not have superfluity. One should use

the type method and not the circumscription ~ethod. He observed that the

discussion on this subject was rather abruptly stopped at Edinburgh be-

cause of lack of time, although nobody was really satisfied that the pro-

ceedings had really ended. He concluded: "We have various oninions and a

mail vete. There is a lot of discussion abmlt interpretation. I DrODose

that the committee continue its work and that it include in its discus-

sions the possibility that in the future some grouns will be exe~rted from

the application of this Artiele. The phaneroga..'11istshave already done a

lot of their work. '1'hereare a few groups wiÜch had the benefi t of not

understanding or not wal'1ting to apply Art. 63."

Dr. Rollins: "Do you want to brinp' this as a motion and refer these

articles to a new committee tor;ether with the DroDosals?"

Dr. Donk: "Yes, I Dut this fort-lardas a mot} on. The comrnittee cO'..lld

continue. They should meet ~~d also take into consideration rlrther su~-

gestions. ti Motion seconded by Dr. Langmun.
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Dr. Stafleu eXplained that the motion by Donk was to continue the

Committee and specifically charge it with consideration of the possibility

of exempting certain groups from the consequences of Art. 63.

Dr. Rollins said he would refer these proposals to such a committee.

Dr. Lellinger: "lt seems to me that when one has five years to propose

something one expects that it is weIl founded and should bè taken up now.".
Dr. Stafleu: "You state that there were five years. Dr. Donk and his

colleagues duly made proposals, published them and put them before the com-

mi ttee. The only difficulty was to get this commi ttee to work."

Dr. Silva: 111 should like to speak in favor of Dr. Donk's proposal.

Unless one were on the co~ttee, one would be unable to appreciate the

great amount of time and thought that went into this report. Althou gh

Dr. Stafleu has indicated that the Committee was late in getting started,

it in fact operated assiduously for several months. lt seems inaporopriate

for the careful deliberations of the CoMTIdttee to be considered so hastily

on the floor of the Nomenclature Section. I shoold like to say sornething

ahout the history of the working of the Committee. lt was obvious from

the beginning that t1r. Morton believed that the most important charge of

the COITJ:nittee was to consider the addition of such words as "inferentially"

or "b~r implication" to Art. 63 so as to salvage certain names that other-

wise would be considered superfluous. P~. ~orton was amazed to learn that

three members of his committee - Jacobs, Burtt, and I - feIt th~t the prob-

lem of superfluous names went much deeper, and indeed we three challenëed

the idea of le?itimacy, preferringto consider the status of names only in

terms of validity and correctness. In this connection, I should like to

suggest that a study of the zoological code would help to clarify oor

thinkinr: concerning the concept of legitimacy. Contrary to what has been
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suggested on the floor just now, I believe that Prop. C (p. 33) and Prop. G

(p. 94) involve nit-picking. If the report of the Committee is arat's

nest, as has been stated, its condition merely reflects the condition of

the pertinent parts of the Code."

Dr. Rollins: "This is a complex matter. ~ve must arrive at a con-

sensus. Tbe articles dealing with this should be submitted to a body that

would study them further."

Dr. Fosberg: "I propose an amendment to the motion to the effect that

Props. G and C still be considered.~ Seconded by Lellinger.

Dr. Papenfuss: "I hope you vote against what Dr. Fosberg proposed.

We should refer this back to the cor.unitteeand not waste our time."

Dr. Lellinger: "Dr. Tryon's proposal to amend Art. 63 (his proposal C)

is in fact quite different from }ir.Horton's (proposal G) in that it would

restriet sharply the operation of Art. 63 to cases of obviously superfluous

names. Mr. Morton's proposal, on the other hand, preserves the tradi-

tional and contemporary use of this article, and therefore should be adopted. "

Dr. Fosberg said his proposed amendment in no way affects the action

of the co~~ttee. It would make the article a little more nrecise and

workable from now until the next Congress.

Dr. Rollins called for a card vote on the amendment to exclude from

the tabling motion ?roposals G and C. Amendment carried (IhS "yes";

135 "no").

SEVENTH SESSTON

_Su_n_d_a_y,24 _Au_f"U_"_s_t_19_6_9, _2_:_O_O_-1±.:_l_OE. m.

(Chairman: R. :. :tollins)



Dr. RollL~s callcd for a vote on the Donk motion, as amended, to

refer Droposals on Art. 63 to a special committee to report to the next

Con~ress. Motion _c_ar_r_i_e_d.Discussion then resumed on Props. G and C.

Dr. qollins turned to ~~. ?~ikle's sugrestion to amend Prop. G by

inserttng "demonstrably" in the Note to Art. 63 and deleting the proposed

Dhrase "eith8r explicitly or by implication". He urred all 3peakers to

be as brief as possible, and said Props. G and C were very much alike.

Dr. Donk: "I do not agree that Props. C and G are more or less of the

same kind. Prop. C, by Tryon, restricts, Prop. G, Morton, modifies the

standing Artiele. If we accept Tryon's proposal we deal wj.th superfluous

names only in the strictest sense. If we adopt this we shall have to make

further additions. ~bat Dr. Tryon wants is an impossible task. What is

Dr. Tryon' sintention?"

Dr. Stafleu: "It does not matter what Dr. Tryon thinks. Every text

has to be interpreted by the botanical community, and every change entails

ne." difficul ties."

D!'.Donk: "l'rop.G was agreed upon by three members of the Cornmittee.

Dr. Silva's pronosal was rejected. The i1orton proposal brings about a

clarification."

Dr. Rollins: "I propose that we vote as quickly as we can on Prop. G.

If you do not approve of Prop. G we discuss C."

Dr. Tryon: "It would be appropriate to explain my proDosal. It

should be clear that it aims at precision in what is meant by 'inclusion

of a type'."

Dr. Cronquist: "I move that we express the policy of this body by

voting first in principle on the snirit of these t."oproposals • If we are

in agreement we consider one or the other or refer it to the Editorial

Committee".
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Motion seconded by Boivin and carried. Tbe spirit of the Section is

to adopt one of the proposals.

Mr. Heikle: "1 have proposed an amendmentto Prop. G."

Dr. Lel1inger: "\ve have not emphasized the strict interpretation of

the use of this article as shou1d be made c1ear by the note to Art. 63.

Namesnot obviously superfluous should not fall under Article 63. Accep-

tance of Prop. C however, will shift the app1ication of the artic1e in the

wrong direction. "

Dr. 'l'I7on: "Prop. G should be rejected in order to avoid too many

changes in nomenclature because of the different interpretation."

Mr. Ross: "1 disagree with both proposals. They both restrict the

operation of Art. 63. This is undesirable."

Dr. Stafleu: "In view of the fact that this is an important matter 1

should state rrry preferenee • Youwant a vote on G and C. The vote will be

on the two because the ' spirit' motion shows that you want to make this

Article more precise. The more general proposal is to be preferred over

the more specific one. Morton's proposa1 wil1 he helpful for further

clarification and 1 prefer to see this proposal accepted. "

Dr. Rollins called for votes on the issues.

Tbe Meikle amendmentwas defeated.

Prop. G was accepted as printed in the Synopsis (p. 94).

Prop. C was rejected.

Mr. Ross and Dr. McVaughurged the Editorial Committee to consider

the many useful examples in tbe report of the Committee on Superfluous

Names, despite the fact that the propos als themselves have been tabled.

ActiC?nthen resumed on sequential consideration of proposals in the

Synopsis.
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Artic1~ 'll.

Prop. A (9:29:2:143) Referred to the Editoria1 Co~~ttee

Prop. B (122:36:0:27) Accepted

Prop. C 09:20:1:123) Referred to the Editorial Conndttee

Artic1e 11.
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Prop. A (19:14:2:157)

Prop. B (12:54:1:120)

Referred to the _E_dl_"t_o_r_i_al_Committee

Dr. Margadant thou~ht there shou1d be a definite vote on this.

Dr. Faegri ca11ed attention to the work on this matter in the ICSU

Abstracting Board.

Dr. Buchheim spoke against the examp1es, and Dr. Stafleu reDorted

that the example of Saurauja had been withdrawn.

Prop. B was rejected.

Mr. MeikIe asked what happens to a name such as _Gt_la_v_a_,which wou1d

have to become Guaua.

Prop. C (12:118:13:28) rlejected

Prop. D (14:9:2:160) Referred to the Editoria1 Cormilittee

Prop. E (3:28:3:148) Re ferred to the Editoria1 Committee----
Prop. F (63:9:2:200) Referred to the Editorial Committee



Recommendation 1lE

Prop. A (54:101:2:28)

Dr. Stearn explained that he had made this propos al because he was

asked so many questions on these matters.

Prop. A accepted.

~endation UQ.
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Prop. A. (7:162:1:14)

Prop. A (8:128:11:26)

Rejected

Rejected

Almost all proposals had been covered by the previous motions to

retain Appendix I a~d otherwise to accept the report of the Corunittee

for Hybrids -- or were obviously to be referred to the Editorial Com-

mittee in the light of those motions. In regard to the title of the

Appendix, Prop. A was referable to the Editorial Committee and Prop.

B was rejected as no 10nger applicable. The proposed deletjon of

Rec. H. 5A had been apnroved.
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Prop. A (99:44:30:16)

Dr. Voss called attention to a letter from the Subcommittee for

Family Names, which unanimously rejected this Droposal, arguing (among

other things) that the proposers had drawn all their supporting state-

ments from the Greek and not the Latin.

:)r.Hood: "I ar'!a I"lemberof that subcommittee. A faïlilyname must

be derived from the stem. we feel very stron~ly that every single case

should be dealt wi th seDarately."

Dr. HcVaugh: "30mebody should present the other side of the case.

We are conservinp; family names. '.tIe conserve sllchnames so as to conserve

current usaGe. Capparidaceae is in current l1sage. On the basis of a

technicality we have conserved Capparaceae, a form which was not used be-

fore, but it is not in the spirit of conservation of family names to do so."

Dr. Cronquist: "Hr. Stearn has shown that Botanical Latin is an inde-

pendent languaGe. we are then not bound by the rules of classical Latin

and we should stick to the more familiar names. This is a reversal of

conservation."

Dr. Buchheim: "Since Stearn in his '1otanical Latin uses 'Sapparaceae'

we should follow this. To conserve Satidaceae, etc. in that form would

necessi tate chansing Art. 18 which requires derivation from the stem.

Cannabaceae and Capparaceae have been used now in many publications.

Takhtajan has also used the names as given in the Code. The Committee is

reluctant to invent new names or new forms but in this case we had no

choice."

~r. ~o3berp:: "Is not conservation essentially a procedure disrer:ardin;;

the rules?"
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Dr. Stafleu: "I have great admiration for the work that has been done

by the Committee. We have made ourselves unpopular, alas, with quite a

few people with the adoption of the new form Ca?paraceae. From a linguistic

point of view b__o_th_interpretations seem to be possible. In such a case I

should have retained Capparidaceae. For the other three names we should

fol1ow our commi ttee. 11

Dr. Steam: "We cannot escape from this change. There is no evidence

in the old literature to support Capparidaceae. en the other hand in the

pharmaceutical Latin of the 18th century 'capparidas' was used."

Dr. Cronquist moved to amend the proposal by striking out the names

Batidaceae, Cannabinaceae, and Haloragidaceae -- retaining only Cappari-

daceae. Amendment was seconded and defeated.

Dr. McVaugh called for a card vote on the proposal, and it was re-

jected (114 "yesll;188 lInolI).

Prop. A (13:97:4:72)

Prop. A (11:85:1:86)

Prop. C (11:152:1:15)

Prop. D (45:31:1:103)

Prop. E (60:79:1:35)

Referred to the Editorial Corunittee [this had in

effect been done along with Art. 7, Prop. A]

Rejected

Rej ected

Referred to the Editorial Co~nittee

Accepted

Prop. A (ó2:90:1:34)



Dr. Margadant said there is a standard bibliographical practice.

Hr. Ross: "In botany, where we are so JIIlchconcerned vi tb priori ty,

the actual date is of pr1.rnaryimportance. That date should not be in

brackets but should be the main ene."

Dr. Buchheim: "There are two different ~thoàs. The bibliograpbical

way is to indicate the printed date followed by the correct. date in s:pare

brackets. If you do it different you do it the wrong way and people do

not know what you mean."

Dr. Daniels: "1 am in favor of this proposal, especially the use of

square brackets."

Dr. Langman: "In the Index Nominum Genericorum we do as l"1r.Ross says:

we put down the correct date first and the title-page date in parenthesis

and in quotation marks. This is another way out of the problem."

Dr. Burkhart: "I use this method in the Flora Argentina: first put

the real date and in brackets the date on the title-page in quotation

marks."

Dr. Proskauer: "I am very much in favor of following the I.N.G."

Dr. Stafleu: "As soon as the ICSU code on abbreviations in data pro-

cessing has been accepted we should discuss whether this has implications

for our Code. 11

Prop. A was rejected on a motion to 18ave this part of the Code as

it stands.
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Prop. B (19:136:1:27) Eejected

Prop. (8 :16 :120:6)



Dr. Silva read the report of the Gonmnttee for Algae, which was

accepted -- thus rejecting Prop. A and referring the matter to the

International Association of tücrobiological Societies.

REPORT OF THE C01~{[TTEE FOR ALGAE

The Committee was canvassed for its opinion concerning those propos als

of special interest to phycologists. Of these matters, only those not acted

upon by the Nomenclature Section are herein reported upon.

1. Article 10. The Committee voted 7 to h in favor of the principle of

typifYing names of monotypic genera by reference to material in hand rather

than to the citation of synonyms. It should be noted that the list of con-

served names of algae was drawn up followinc; the Paris Congress in accord-

ance with the principle of 'material in hand' after consuIting with the

Bureau in Utrecht.

11. Article 13. It is the opinion of the Conmittee that the rejection

of both Article 13, Prop. B, and the alternative propos al offered by the

Committee on Later Starting Points (Synopsis, p. 116) leav~s unclear the

situation regarding the tynification of the name of a taxon that originally

cOrrIPrisedplants of normal (1753) and later startjng points. t~s evidence

of the diversity of opinion on how to proceed t,Óth t;:lpificationin such

a case, three P'lembersvoted to accept Proskauer's internretation while

eip-ht members accented the procedure outlined by the special cornr:ittee.

ADpendix B. The Gommittee recognizes the desiratili ty of a 'J.niform

designation of cl~ltivated algal strains and fully Sl)"DrortsKomá,..c"!scf-

fort to estaJ-'ljs~ such a system. However, j t is their oninion that tr-,is
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matter is beJ~nd the purpose and scope of the International Code of Bot-

anical Nomenclature and recommends that it be referred to the Section on

Culture Collections of the International Asscciation of Microbiological

Societies. It should be noted that some of the organisms considered algae

by one group of workers are considered animals by another group of workers.

In order to avoid the same type of unsatisfactory situation that exists

in the naming of taxa of these same organisms in which two competing no-

menclatures, one botanical and one zoological, have deve1oped, any code

for the designation of cultivated strains of algae should be an integral

part of a broader consideration encompassing all protozoa and protophyta.

111. ?roposa1s for the Cor.servation of Familial Names.

The Committee approves the conservation of (249) Cladonhoraceae

DeToni (6/0/0) and(250) Siphonocladaceae SchMitz (6/0/0).

IV. Proposals for Conservation of Generic Na~es.

The Comnittee approves the conservation of

(159) Porphyridium }~äge1i (8/1/0)

(161 ) Homoeothrix Kirchner (7/1/1)

(260 ) Co1eochaete Brebisson (9/0/0)

The Corn!'~ittee withholds action on

(201) C'Tc1ococcoljthus Kartptner (4/1/4) and

(2.31)HormidiuJn Klebs (2/4/3) oending further study.

_Cy;_c}_o_c_oc_c_o_lj:~l1USis hereby referred to U:c Comr:littee for Fossil Plants in

view of the fact th;Jt the oroposed nOr.lenrejidendum ap,lies to a fossi1

ta.xon. ln the casc of !i..~_r.l_,i_d_i_u_m,the Commi ttee ~áshes to investif;ate possi-
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bIe alternative courses of action bSfore accepting or rejecting the proposal.

The Con~ittee aprees to the addition of Bostrychia Fries ex Fries as a

nomen rejiciendum under Bostrychia Montagne (7/0/0).

The Committee wishes to apprise the Committee for Fungi of the existence

of Phloeospora Areschoug 1873 in the Striariaceae(PhaeoPhyta), which should be

considered in connection wi th the proposal to conserve Phloeospora':l21lroth

1833 (Deuteror.1ycetes). Dy a vote of 6 to 2 the Comrnittee expressed the

opinion that the possibility of conserving the algal name should be left open.

P. C. Silva, Secretary

Prop. A (73:66:7:35)

Dr. ?osbcrr, was of the opinion that the Edj.torial Com!'1itteecould

decide whether we need such a committee.

Dr. Cronquist opposed the propos al, as the latter part of it could

lead to very radical changes.

Dr. Hollins called for a vote and Prop. A 1'lasrejected.

Prop. B (76:77:6:21) Referred to the Spe_c_i_8_1'~o;rr;itte~ ~ Names of

_H_if'"_"h_e_r_Ta_x_a.
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~ Conservanda

Dr. Stafleu reviewed the reports ready to be acted upon. All were

accepted by the Section, as follows:

(1) Tbe reports itemized on p. 107 of the Synopsis, all of

which had been approved by the General Comrittee, and tbe

family names listed on p. 100.

(2) The reports in Appendix E of the $ynopsis (on pp. 117 - 124).

(3) The reports in the Taxon preprint (18: 477-482) distri-

buted to the Section [Report XI of the Committee for

Spermatophyta and Final Pre-Seattle Report of the Com-

mittee for Fossil Plants].

Items 2 and 3 still required approval by the General Committee

[which was subsequently given]. [The Algae family names on p. 100 of the

Synopsis and the names in the Report of the Com."dttee for Algae, which was

presented at the Section and accepteà, were also subsequently approved

by the General Com.~ittee.]

CO~t1ITTEE POR HYBRIDS: Report has been ~ve~ (pp. 00-00) and accepted.

Division 111 of the Code should ~ive the ccrrect na~ of this committee.

GCHHITTES O~; STABILIZ.t\.TTO"!(Syncpsis, P? 108-114): Dr. Schubert called

attention to the re-oort. ?-!r.2.oS5 51: -:-:-esteàthat a final corrected

list be Dllblished in Taxon or rte;:nu!!l'levetabile so it will find a per-

manent nlace on li~r;:r~T shelves. ~'~otion seconded by Stearn :md car-



ried, the report accepted with this understanding.

CO~~ITTEE FOR ALGAE: Report has been given (pp. 00-00) and accepted.

CONHITTEEON SUpr'~RFLUOUSNAl\1ES(Synopsis, pp. 74-99): Report has been

dealt with.

C:OM"ITTTEEON GLOSSARY:The G10ssary has been pub1ished (Reg. Veg• .56).

Thanks were expressed to the Committee.

COMMITTEEON LATERSTARTING-POINTS(Synopsis, pp. 114-116): Re:Jort has

been dealt with.

COI'1tlITTEEON NOHINAHIDIGUA: Report has been given (pp. 00-00) and

dealt with.

NOHINATINGCOflll·ITTTEE:Dr. Papenfuss presented the following report, which

was accepted:

NOHENCLATURECOHHITTEES

Rapporteur-général: F. A. Stafleu, Netherlands

General Cornnittee

Chairnan: R. Ross, U. K.

Secretary: E.J. "'\loss, U.S.A.

Appointed ~~rnbers: H. Hara, Japan

J. S. L. Gilrnour, U. K.

1'1. Lange, Denmark

G.
.,.,

Papenfuss, U. S . ft..•- .
R. C. Rollins, U. S. A.

f" H. Schulze, Germany.J.

M. Mathias, U. S. A.

Ex-officio mernbers: c •• T3ylor, U. K. (as president of JAPT)

F. A. Stafleu" Netherlands (as raDporteur-général) ;LYld

a:'Osecretary of lAPT

The secretaries of the reé1'ular and standing cO"'.'11ittees.
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Editoria1 Co~ttee

Chairman: F. A. Staf1eu, Nether1ands (ex officio, as ranporteur-~énéral of

the previous Congress).

Secretary: E. G. Voss, U. S. A.

Appointed members: R. TicVaugh, U. S• A.

.R. Ross, U. 1(.

\.J. 11. Schulze, Germany

R. de Vi1.Ir.orin,France

C. E. B. Bonner, Switzerland

J. M. Schopf, U. J. A.

R. D. Heikle, l!.

F-x-officio member: R. C. Rollins, r .S.A. (as ures~dent of ~e nonencla~

Committee for Sperr'!ato~yta

Chairman: H. Hara, Japan

Secretary: R. HcVal);rh,U.S.A.

_He_m_b_e_r_s:n. Bakhuizen van den !kink, ::et::'e:-lands

G. Ruchheim, D.S.A.

R. Brurnmitt, U. K.

lIj. Eichler, A:lstralia

F. R. Fosberg, D.S.A.

w. Greuter, Switzerland

I:. Hylander, Sweden

T. Linczevski, imssia

:,. ;'Iendes, SDain



Secretary:

1'1embers:

Subcommittee for Fami1y Names

G. Buchheim, U. S. A.

F. Butzin, Germany

J. Dandy, U. K.

vl. Greuter, Switzer1and

C. E. Wood, Jr., U.S.A.
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Committee for Fungi and Lichens

Chairman: J. A. Hannfe1dt, Sweden

Secretary: H. A. Donk, Nether1ands

Hembers : C. R. Benjamin, U.S.A. J. Poelt, Germany

J. 30idin, France D. Rogers, U.S.A.

H. Dennis, U. K. R. Santesson, Sweden

P. H. James, U. K. R. Singer, U.S.A.

R. P. Korf, U.S.A. B. Sutton, Canada

Z. [-!oravec, Czechos1ovakia B. B. Vassi1kov, Hussia

L. K. Io'leresub, Canada

CoJ'!!l"!itteeior Bryonhyté!.

(]tai nun : M. P.. ?uIf ord, U. S. A.

Secretary: P. F1.orschutz, Nether1ands

Members: C. E. 3. ?onner, Switzerland

F. Demaret, Re1gium

R. Gro11e, ~er.many

S. Hattori, Japan

H. Inoue, Japan

S. Jovet-Ast, France

~{. D. J''i:argadant, U.S.A.



Cha1rman :

Secretary:

!-!embers:

J. Proskauer, U.S.A.

G. Sayre, U.S .A.

w. C. Steere, U.S.A.

R. v.d. Wijk, Netherlands

Committee for Pteridophyta

R. E. Holtturn, U. K.

R. E. G. Pichi-Sermolli, Italy

H. Ito, Japan

F. Jarrett, U. K.

K. U. Kramer, Netherlands

M. L. Tardieu-Blot, France

M. Tindale, Australia

R. M. Tryon, Jr., U.S.A.,

E. Schelpe, South Africa

Committee for Alcae
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Chairman:

Secretary:

Members:

G. F. Papenfuss, U.S.A.

P. S. Dixon, U.S.A.

P. Bourrelly, France

M. Chihara, Jal)an

T. Christensen, Denmark

'" Desikachary, Indi a1.

M. Doty, U.S.A.

J. Gerloff, Germany

C. van den Hoek, Netherlands

L. Irvine, U. S.

J. Kom5rek, Czechoslovakia

A. R. Loeblich, Jr., U.S.A.

~T • L'C.ther,Finland

E. Ross, u. K.

p. Silva, U.S.A.

R. Simonson, Germany

H. B. S. Womersley, Australia

A. D. Zinova, Russia



Chairman:

Secretary:

Members:

Committee for Fossi1 P1ants

J. M. Schopf, U.S.A.

A. Traverse, U.S.A.

S. Archange1sky, Argenti.na

N. A. Bo1khovitina, Russia

\-1. G. Cha1oner, U. K.

W. R. Evitt, U.S.A.

K. Faegri, Norway

J. w. }~nkhouser, U.S.A.

L. Grambast, France

F. P. Jonker, Nether1ands

S. H. ~~ay, e.S.A.

S. V. Heyen, Irossia

N. Snigirevskaya, Russia

R. Potonié, r"JestGermany

J. Townrow, Austra1ia
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Committee for Hybrids

Chairman: W. T. Stearn, U. K.

Secretary: P. Yeo, U. K.

Members: S. Danert, Germany

J. Gilmour, U. K.

G. Krüssmann, Germany

G. H. 1'1. Lawrence, U .S.A.

E. L. Litt1e, U.S.A.

F. l~yer, U.S.A.

E. HcClintock, U .S.A.

F. Schneider, Nether1ands



W. H. WaGTIer, U.S.A.

P. ~'Jendelbo, Norway

Standing Co~~ittee on Stabilization

Chairman: F. A. Stafleu, Netherlands

Secretary: B. C. Schubert, U.S.A.

Members: G. Buchheim, U.S.A.

E. L. Little, Jr., U.S.A.

H. E. ==oore, Jr., U. S.A.

W. Punt, Netherlands

C. Quartly, U. K.

C. E. Wood, U.S.A.
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Chairman :

Hembers:

Special Comrnittee on Typification

and Priority of Taxa above

the Level of Family

A. Cronquist, U.S.A.

T. Christensen, Denmark

L. Holm, Sweden

r. Linczevski, Russia

J. N. Schopf, U.S.A.

P. C. Silva, U.S.A.

Special Cownittee to Report OD !Q~ticles

69, 70, & 71

Chairman: F. A. Stafleu, Netherlands

_Se_c_re_~_t_a_r_~r:K. Faegd, Norway

j'ie!1bers: C. R. Benjamin, U .S.A.
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B. Boivin, Canada

F. R. Fosberg, U.S.A.

v. Heywood, U. K.

L • .~ S. Johnson, Australia.d .•

B. C. Schubert, U. S. A.

~ Comments

Dr. Stafleu reported on the way in which the list of institutional

votes had been drawn up in the past. Some changes were needed. Dr. Rollins

suggested that the General Committee should be instructed to draw up a new

list. Tt was so moved and carried.

~r. i'Jeresub asked about nomina conservanda prop. 136, listed on p. 102

of the Synopsis. Since jl.rt.10 had been dealt with, prop. 136 can be taken

up. Dr. Stafleu pointed out that General Committee and Congress action

must await a report on the matter by the Committee for Fungi.

Dr. Rollins assured the Section that the Editorial Committee would

attend to any inadvertently unfinished business. Dr. Tryon moved that it

be authorized to do so. Motion carried

Dr. Donk reported that our Russian colleagues wanted to bring out a

Russian translation of the Code. Dr. Stafleu said that Dr. Linczevski

had written him about this, and he advised him to base the translation on

the Seattle Code. The changes will be sent to him as soon as possible.

Dr. Silva called attention to the omission in the Code of Art. 17,

Prop. C, which had been accepted at Montreal. Dr. Stafleu assured him

that the matter w~~ld be placed before the Editorial Committee.

Dr. Staflel~ asked that authority be p;iven the Pllreau of nomenclature
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to draw up a motion to present before the Plenary Session of the Congress,

to accept our decisions. Motion made and carried. [The following resolu-

tion was subsequently adopted:

"Be it resolved that the decisions of the Nomenclature Section with respect

to the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature as weIl as the appoint-

ments of the officers of the Nomenclature Co~~ttees made by that Section

in its plenary meeting of Sunday August 24th, 1969, be accepted."J

Dr. Stearn: "Before you close this business I should like to say on

behalf of our colleagues that we thank the Rapporteur and the Vice-rapport-

eur who produced such good reports. I admired the reasonable way the

great number of propos als was handled and the fairness with which you con-

ducted this business. We are rrateful to you for the extraordinary manner

in which you handled this. I know from a similar position myself how you

have to keep your eyes on everything. To the chairman and to all the mem-

bers of the Bureau we want to express our thanks."

Dr. Rollins: "I wish to add my words to those of Dr. Stearn, especially

to the Rapporteur and the Vice-Rapporteur. I very much appreciate the

indication that the meeting has been successful. I hope that i t has indeed

been a successful 8ession. If there is no more business we can close the

session."

The final session was adjourned at 4:10 p.m.


